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1 Introduction

This brief tutorial helps with setting up STATA-MP runs on the UCSB cluster.ii The UCSB Economics
Department has purchased a 24-core STATA-MP v15 license for the UCSB cluster. At the moment,
we are allowed two concurrent users.

2 Registration

Register for an account on the UCSB cluster here: http://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/acct. When regis-
tering for the first time, note that you will be using the knot cluster. In the description box write that
“You have spoken with Kyle Meng about access to the econ department STATA-MP license”. This
informs the cluster operator to assign you as a member of the “econ” group. Members of the “econ”
group can run STATA-MP.iii

3 Login

Fire up your favorite terminal/SSH program. If you use OSX, you can use the native Terminal app.
If you use Windows, one option is X2GO.iv. Login with the following command:v

ssh username@knot.cnsi.ucsb.edu

Then type in password. If you are off-campus, you need to use the UCSB VPN Pulse Secure.vi

4 File Transfer Process (FTP)

You probably need to first transfer some files (i.e. scripts, data, customized .ado file library) to the
server before running STATA. You can FTP directly from the terminal command line using the scp or
rsync commands. I like using a dedicated FTP app like WinSCP, CyberDuck, FileZilla, or Transmit.
In addition to program files, you probably also want to FTP your library of user-written STATA files.
Be sure to call that directory in the header to your do files.vii

5 Running STATA

You can run STATA three ways. To take advantage of cluster computing power, we suggest using
batch mode via the job queue.

iDepartment of Economics, University of California, Santa Barbara. This version: June, 2018. sarah.bana@gmail.com
kmeng@bren.ucsb.edu

iiMore general UCSB cluster information is available here: https://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/sites/csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/

files/docs/csc_quickstart_0.pdf
iiiIf you already have a cluster account, please email Fuzzy Rogers at fuz@ucsb.edu to become a member of the “econ”

group.
ivhttp://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/docs/using-x2go-gui-login-knot
vNote: for X-windows, one should use ssh -X ssh username@knot.cnsi.ucsb.edu
viAvailable here: http://www.ets.ucsb.edu/services/campus-vpn/get-connected
viiYou can do that by using the command: sysdir set PLUS directory
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5.1 Interactive

The first way is via the command line. To launch STATA, type:

/sw/stata/stata-mp

This way is not very efficient as you are interacting with STATA command by command. You
should only do this to ensure that your program works/testing it, not to actually run computationally
intensive work.

5.2 Batch mode via the head node

You can run STATA in the background from the head (i.e. login) node by typing in the following
command in Linux:

/sw/stata/stata-mp -b do "filename.do"

where filename.do is your do file. This runs STATA in the background but it does to on the head node
of the cluster. The head node is typically very congested and so jobs won’t run quickly there.

5.3 Batch mode via the job queue

Instead, you will want to write a .job file to submit to the server’s job queue. This file will ask the
server to follow a procedure and run your program.

• Open up a text editor (Notepad, Sublime Text or the like).

• Copy down the following code for STATA use:viii

1 #!/ bin /bash
2 #PBS − l nodes =1:ppn=24
3 #PBS −m be
4 #PBS −M youremail@umail . ucsb . edu
5 cd $PBS O WORKDIR/
6
7 /sw/ s ta ta / stata−mp −b do ” f i l ename . do”

• Replace youremail@umail.ucsb.edu with your email address.

• Replace filename.do is the name of your main Stata program.

– Ensure that you have started a log file in your Stata do file to be able to view the output.

• This file allows for 24 cores to be used simultaneously on 1 node. If you only need 1 core, change
the number 24 to 1 or however many cores you might need. Note that the (older) knot cluster
allows up to 20 cores. The newer cluster will allow up to 24 cores.

• Ensure that there are line breaks at the bottom of your .job file.

• Save the code above in a file called yourjob.job

• Copy this file along with your dataset(s) and function(s) using the File Transfer Process (FTP)
above.

• See here for ways to serialize your job script (i.e. multiple nodes) and calling larger memory:
http://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/docs/running-jobs-torque

Now you are ready to run your job. Go to the terminal window.

viiiIf you are running a Matlab file instead of a STATA do file, replace line 7 with /sw/bin/matlab -nodisplay -nodesktop
-nosplash -logfile logfile -r ”filename.m”
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• Type in qsub yourjob.job if you have a big job but are willing to wait for other big jobs to finish
on the queue.

• Type in qsub -q short yourjob.job if you have a small job that you want to jump the queue.
Useful for testing code.

• Type in qstat -a to look at the queue or qstat -u yourusername where yourusername is your
username.

6 Other useful commands:

• cd foldername: this will change your directory. If you have folders and want to run a job file
from a particular folder you must be in the correct folder to run the job.

– type: cd .. to return to main directory

• Changing the walltime of your job. All jobs have a default maximum walltime of 75 hours. To
increase the amount of time your code can run replace the second line of your job file with for
example: #PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=12,walltime=100:00:00 to increase the max walltime to 100
hours.

• nano filename: this allows you to edit job files in the terminal. You can also create a new job
file by entering a new filename and the editor will open a blank job file that you can fill in.

• qdel jobnumber : this will cancel a job that is currently running. Replace jobnumber with the
number of your job. This is the number on the left hand side next to the job when you type
qstat -a.

• qsub -q short filename.job: If your job is under an hour, then you can run it on the “short” queue.
This is the appropriate command.

• showq can show you where your job is in the queue.
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